
From Lecco to the top of Resegone, along the 
historic path 1 
by Giancarlo Airoldi 

Resegoneonline’s journey continues in order to discover renowned and less well-known (but 
equally beautiful) paths in our mountains. 

 

The historic path 1, that goes from the centre of Lecco to the top of Resegone, has been taken care of by 

S.E.L and CAI Lecco and is one of the most popular paths of the area. 

If you reach Lecco by train you can take a bus (line 5) from Lecco’s railway station to Malnago (where 

there is the square of the cable car to Erna). From that square, follow the directions up to Stoppani lodge, 

passing through the distinctive hamlet of Costa. 

Right after the Cop’s spring of water, you will pass through a few crossroads which are signalled very 

clearly (to Erna, to the Fo pass, to the Val Comera gorge). Keep on following path 1 until Pian Serrada. 

Once you have crossed Pian Serrada, go over Sibrettta Pass, and start climbing the Val Negra gorge where 

you will see the destination of your effort: the Azzoni lodge and the top of Resegone.  

 



Contacts Azzoni lodge 

Manager: Stefano Valsecchi 

Mobile: 3333144987 

 

Contacts Stoppani lodge 

Manager: Nicola Bontempi 

Mobile: 3470323045 

Landline: 0341 491517 

 

STARTING POINT: Lecco – Malnago  m. 482 

ARRIVAL POINT: Resegone m. 1860 

DIFFERENCE IN HEIGHT: m. 1378 

DIFFICULTY: EE 

ESTIMATED HIKING TIME: 3 hours and 30 minutes 

PATH NUMBER: 1 

 

Thanks to Paolo Tentori for cooperating in the writing of the text and to photographer Federico Cattaneo for the 

graphic feature. The paths have been tracked for the occasion with Gps by Giancarlo Airoldi. 

The photographic tale of the climb to Resegone: 



 

The Azzoni lodge at the top of Resegone 

  



 

Climbing to Resegone: the shrine at Costa hamlet 

  



 

A great view over Lecco 

  



 

Melody on Resegone 

  



 

Climbing up to Resegone with the Grigne in the background 

  



 

The Azzoni lodge in the snow 

  



 

The Stoppani lodge 

  



 

Ionut Zinca during the ResegUp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


